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! U'IVERSITY OF CEYLON REVIEW

Upanisliadic Terms for Sense ..Funcfions

A characteristic feature of Upanishadic ideology is its peculiar theory
of cognitive and conative functions in the individual which is
enunciated in dose affinity with the theory of vital breaths

(pra1J?iJ;,). The Upanishads present various classifications and enumerations
of these and therefore a careful study of all relevant data is necessary before
a general theory of Upanishadic sense-functions is formulated as we propose
to do elsewhere. I What is attempted in this paper is an examination of the
import of the terms deviilJ" de.vatiilJ" prlirJJilJ, and i·ltdriyii~li as applied to
such functions in the principal Upanishads. The determination of the exact
meanings of these terms will, it is intended, help to resolve the confusion
that at present exists among the translators and students of the Upanishads
and throw some light on the nature of sense-functions as referred to in these
treatises.

Although the problem of Upanishadic chronology cannot be said to have
been finally settled as yet, it is nevertheless possible to set forth the historical
evolution of any given concept with a fair degree of accuracy. The best
attempt so far made to fix a chronological stratification of Upanishadic
thought is set out by Belvalkar and Ranade in their History of Indian Phi-
losophy (VOl.II) and it is on this basis of the suggestions offered by them that
we shall essay in the following paragraphs to trace the evolution of the four
terms indicated above."

Of these four terms the one with the widest application in the ~gveda
is deoa occurring there mostly in its mythological and cosmological sense.
The only approximation to a psychological application is found in a somewhat
late hymn in the first mandala where the human soul or mind hypostatised
is called devan.~manass=-e: usage echoed in the Atharvaveda -I and Vajasaneyi
Samhita.> This application is continued in the early Upanishads; for
instance, Brhadaranyaka Upanishad I 5 I9 says that "out of the sky ,IUd
out of the sun the divine mind enters him ~i.e. the father about to depart fro:n
this world when he has made over to his son his mortal faculties (priifpjlJ,)'
along with the other two divine immortal faculties (daiv -lJ, pra1Ja amrtJI},)
namely speech (Vac) and breath (Pra7)a)." It is important to observe here
that the distinction is made between the divine-immortal and the human-

I. In a forthcoming publication on Ancient Indian Vitalism.
2. CT, GII, etc., coming after the textual references, indicate the four groups into

which the Upanishadic texts are divided by Belvalk ar and Ranade at page 135

3. "<deuam. manah. kuto ' dhi prajatam" RV. i - 164' 18.

4. "punarehi uacaspate deuena manasa saha .. AV. 1'1 2.

5· VS. 34' I.
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mortal." In the light of these contexts it is not difficult to see why at Brhad,
Up. 4 3' 14 the mind or soul in the dream state is called deoa, a usage recur-
ring at Prasna Up 4.1 where it is asked" which is the god (deva) that sees
dreams? " and answered in 4 2 5 that it is manas, the highest-god. This is
almost the sense adumbrated in the Yajurveda (Vajasaneyi Samhita)
passage already referred to where the mind in both the states of waking
and sleeping is called daiua, 7 The conception that emerges from these
passages is that the mind possesses a super-human or macrocosrnic aspect
indicated by the epithets deua and daiva. With the growing tendency in
the Upanishads to regard manas as one of the sense-functions," in fact as the
sense function par excellence, the term deua is extended by analogy to apply to
other cognitive and conative senses in the human body. This usage is attested
to in passages belonging to the earlier strata of Upanishadic texts; for instance
at Brhad. Up. I.3.12-18 the functions smelling, seeing, hearing and thinking
(manas) are called deoas and Sankara justifies the application by stating
that these are deoas by virtue of their capacity to illumine their respective
objects.s The plural de1liib· occurring at. fsa Up. 4 which too is very early
though not so early as Brhad, Up. 1.3.12-18 clearly implies sense powers as
Hume too renders it, Sankara's explanation being the same. 10 In the light
of such evidence there need not be any confusion about the term deviiniim
at Ait. Up. 4.5 where it occurs ina verse quoted from the ~gveda·--the first
verse of the Vamadeva hymn." The translators of the ~gveda have generally
followed Sayan a 1 and have rendered the term as 'gods' or 'divinities.' ROer 3

gives the same meaning for dellanam for the parallel Ait. Up. quotation, and
so does Hume. '4 The latter authority adds a footnote to his translation to
the effect that the term gods is "here applied to the successive births of the
individual S0111, iitman, from father to son," which makes the matter more
confused. A careful study of the Vedic verse referred to and the implications
of its Upanishadic citation makes one convinced that when Vamadeva is
reported to have said 'Being yet in embryo, I observed (anu-avedam) all the
births of the deoas ... '15 what he meant was that while he was yet in the

6. cp Tait. Up. 3' 10"! et seq., daiui opposed to 1n{mu~l, the latter qualifying speech,
in-and out-breath, hands, feet, anus.

7. Cp. Jwala Prasad, Introduction to Indian Philosophy, p. 152
8. See Brhad , Up. 1'3'18; 2'4'11; 4'5'12; Prasna Up. 2'3; Kaus. Up. 1'7. Cp-

Sankhya-v-Karika 27.
9. '<te vagadayo deva'1!suauisayadyotanad devii'1!" A.A. Series edition, p. 76.
10. "deva dyotaniid devas cak~uradi1J-indriya1J-i" ibid. p. 8.

11. RV.4·27.
12. " illdrddinam devanam "
J 3. The Twelve Principal Upanishads (Translated), Bombay, 1906, p. 8.
14. Hume, The Thirteen Princi-pal Upanishads, p. 298.

IS. RV. 4'27'].
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mother's womb he possessed the unusual ability to observe the growth and
the development of the foetus along with its organic functions. That the
r~i Vamadeva possessed this unusual power of embryonic observation ,6 as
one who had attained the perfection of a Brahrna-knower is suggested in an
Upanishadic passage of the same period. 7 The idea that a developed
consciousness can exercise its powers of discrimination etc., even in the embr-
yonic stage is met with even in the early Buddhist texts where four types of
the entry of consciousness into the embryo (gabbM.7'akkantiyo) are enumerated. IS

In a later Upanishadic passage-s Mman as the actual (sat) is distinguished
from the sense-powers and the vital functions. Here Hume renders deoe-
bhyal} as "other than the sense organs" but this is doubtful inasmuch as the
term 'organ' may refer both to the physical organ and to its function whereas
what is meant here is only the function; however doubtful Hume's rendering
may be, it is clearly an advance on Cowells>" " gods presiding over the senses"
and Vidyarnava and Sandall's= just "gods." The same remark applies to
Hume's rendering of deval} at Mundaka Up . .1.2.7, a text as late as the previous
one, which declares that all the sense-functions are absorbed in their corres-
ponding divinities (de7'atiil},) at the moment of union with the Imperishable.
In a very late Upanishadic passage= the term deva is applied to refer not
only to the functions of speech, sight, mind (thinking) and hearing but to
the five cosmic elements space, wind, fire, water and earth, appearing in the
same lisi,23 This extended application of the term deua to imply non-personal
elements clearly indicates the lateness of the passage= and is a confusion of
the earlier application of deua in the ~gveda to mean cosmic or natural pheno-
mena such as Agni etc.

It is clear from the above that in the Upanishads the term deva?1 is
applied to the powers behind the sense-organs ultimately held to be super-
human. These sense-powers or hypostatised cognitive and conative functions
in the individual or the microcosm are distinguished from their macrocosmic
correlates called deoatas in the Upanishads. From the time of the Purusa

16. Cp. Ait. Ara,:,yaka 2' 5; Keith, Aitareya Ara,:,yaka p. 234, n.o.
17. Brhad. Up. I' 4' 10. Keith contends the idea that Vamadeva here refers to his

former births, op . cit., p. 571 and p. 609 f.n, 2. But it is doubtful if this is Sankara's
interpretation, Brhad . Up. Bhasy a, p. 165 (A.A. ed.). Belvalkar an.I Ranade take this,
in accordance with RV. 4' 18; 4'27, to mean that Vamadeva observed" the innumerable
births of the gods," op. cii., pp. 165, 185.

18. Digha Nikaya III, p. 103; see also Surnangala-vilasini III, pp. 885-886.

19. Kau~. Up, 1.6. (G.III, early)
20. The Twelve Principal Upanishads (Translated), Bombay 1906, p. 21.
21. S.B.H. Vol. XXXI, Part I, p. 14.
22. Prasna Up. 2'2.
23. Cp. Hume, op. cit., p 381, f.n.I.
24. Group III, middle (?).
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Sukta» the tendency is found to distinguish and compare the microcosm
and the macrocosm: what relates to the macrocosmic phenomena is brought
together within the category of the divine-s-celestial (adhidai!la~am), what
relates to material existences falls within the category of the physical iadhi-
bhiitam), what relates to the individual or the microcosm is included in the
category of the self (adhyiitmam).o6 It is clear from this very division that
these early thinkers did appreciate the difference between the physical and
the functional (psychological) aspects of the sense-organs but were labouring
under the difficulty of a lack of proper terminology as well as a certain con-
fusion of thought resulting from the mythical conceptions of the age. Even
as early as the Ait. Up.' from which the following table is extracted a clear
distinction is made between the physical sense-organs and their functions
which la.tter are correlated respectively with their macrocosmic counterparts.

Pkysical organ Function (de"a) C,JS1nic divinity (dfpairi)
m ukh a rn vue Agni
nasik« pranal. Vavu
aksini caksuh Adih'ah
karnau srotram disah .
tvac [Iomarri] osadhayah
hrd ayarn manas Candr arnas

The confusion evidenced in lomani as t he function of tvac is got over in
the sa.me chapter (1. 3. 7) where sparsrl1J(l (sPr~tvii) is implied as the activity
of tvac. It is obvious from these occurrences that the early Upanishads
distinguished the physical organ from its function. There is, therefore, no
justification to maintain, as does Prof. Keith ,8 that "in the Vedic view-s between
the organ and the activity there was no very clear distinction: the ear is
what hears and hearing, the eye what sees and the sight and so on". The
microcosmic sense-powers (vlie etc.) are not only differentiated from their
cosmic counterparts (Agni etc.) but are clearly held. to vivify and impel
the sense-organs to activity.

An examination of the contexts in which the term deuatd occurs in the
Upanishads confirms the above idea that it is primarily used there to denote
the "cosmic di vinities" 3U (Agni, V iiyu, .4ditya, di.§rlZt etc.) which are by bandhu-
tii correlation regarded as the macrocosmic aspects or the bases of the "psychic
divinites" (viic, prii.~U!, cak~uZt, irotra etc.). In the Rgveda the term devatii
occurs only in two places,3: cited by Grassmann in his Wiirterbucb zum Rig-

25. See Keith, op. cit., p. 4(\6.
26. Brhad. Up. 3'7' 3-23 cpo Keith, up. Cif ,p. 486; cpo Brhad , Up, r- 5' 21 ;

Ch. Up. 1'3'1; Kau;. Up. 2'13.

27. Ait. Up. 1'1' of (G. II, early).
28. Keith, op. cit., p. 453.
29· Prof. Keith includes the Upanishads ill the term "Vedic" throughout his

work.
30. Cp., on the use of these ter m s, Keith, op. cit., p. 518.
3I.RV. 10' 19' 13,14.
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Veda (s. dcoatiiv, where the meaning does not seem to have developed beyond
the idea of 'divine heing (existence, nature}' 01 'divine strength'or 'derivative
from the gods'. In the Br rhmanas we have definitive evidence for the
technical use of decaui to signify the macrocosmic correlates spoken of above.
The Satapatha Brahmana says that "he who knows (the supremacy of
Vayu) departing from this world enters Fire with his speech, Sun with his
sight, Moon with his mind, quarters with his hearing and Wind (Vayu) with
his breath, and becomes whatever divinity he desires out of those several
divinities (devatan iim )y It is significant that this list does not mention
tvac or its function (lomani) with the divinity (ol}adhayalJ,), showing that
there was yet no clear conception of the organ of. touch in the Brahmana
period. In a "Brahmanic" 33 passage occurring at Tait. 1. 5. r the limbs
(migiini) of the universal Brahman or Atman are called devata and it is clear
from 1. S. 3 that deva/ii refers to Agni, V tiY'u etc. In the "Brahmano-
Upanishadic" 31 passages of the Air. Up. the term deoati: is used for the Lokn-
palas (world-guardians}» viz . .4gni, Viiyu, Aditya etc. Similarly at Brhad.
Up. 1. 5. 22 V{iyu etc. are called deoat j.. If may be seen that VllY'lt
is only the cosmic correlate of Prana or the Life-Breath and it is no
wonder that the term deuatii is applied to the latter in a passage
belonging to the same stratum . .16 At Ch "ndogya Up. 4. 17. 137 fire, wind
and sun are called the three deeaiiis. In a comparatively late passages" the
microcosmic sense-powers (devas) are said to enter into their respective
divinities (devatiis),39 when the individual unites with the world-soul. In
~fjatsages still later the term decati; is used for newer conceptions as when
Ch. Up. 6. 3. 1-2 ~o calls the three sources [b;jiilti viz. oviparous, viviparous,
and sprouting' of all Iiving objects deuatiis. At Ch. Up. 6.3.3 (cp. Ch. 4.17. r )
which belongs to the same stratum the three elements heat, water, earth
(food) are called devatiis and it is said that the three when consumed become
speech, breath and minr:l respectively.!: In the same Upanishad= in a passage

32. Satapatha Brahmana 10' 3' 3' 8; .z» 5' 2' 2 (devatalf referring to the psychic
functions leaving the body) ; cpo Ait are ya Brahmana 8· 28 .

.n. Group 1, late; Sankar a : .. deuatagrahanani upalak,!a'.I.ii,·tha'~t lokddiniim ".

34. Thus designated by Bel valkar and Ranade, loco cit,

35· Ait , Up. 1'1' 3. ~; I' 3' 1; cpo Sankara on Ait. Up. 1'1']. " Agnyadavo d,,;:at(i
(.kuf>(ilat1Jel1a SfHnkalpya."

,lIi. Brhad Up. r- 5' 14 «(~. II, carly).
37. Group II, late .
.38 MUI,l(,l. Up. 3' 2' 7 (G.IlI. early).

, "
j')' Sairkara:" devasca dehasrayliscaksui'iidikara,.tasthii/l saruc prati devalii.sviidit-j'a-

-disu. ~"tli bhauanti.' ,

40. Croup III, middle .

.p. Cp. Ch. Up. 6· 5' 1-4; also Brhad, Up. 5'12 (G. IV, early) where ((lIna and
prritJ-fL are called deratas.

4·~· Ch. Up. 6·f\·(j ((;. Ill, middle).
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giving the order of the cessation of functions at death it is stated .that the
ultimate divinity (para dei/atii) is Sat or Being-s-a metaphysical abstraction
which implies a marked development of the sense of devatii from its earlier
macrocosmic application.

From the above quoted passages it becomes clear that although in the
earlier strata of Vedic thought the term devatCt is applied only to the cosmic
phenomena like Agni, Fiiyu., Aditya etc. yet owing to confusion resulting
from correlation with their microcosmic aspects the word devatii begins
gradually to be applied even to individual processes like priirJ,a or the vital
breath. Thus from a yery early period we find the term applied to psychic
divinities such as speech, prii. a (in-breath), seeing, hearing, mind and
Prii a (ill the mouthj.o This leads in the latest period l~ to the application
of devatii to the individual sense-powers uuinas, cak~u~, srotram and vac where
it is used just like deoa. At ·Kau'3. Up. 2. 3 these along with intelligence
ipraFiii) are called deuaid, a fact which clearly indicates that the confusion
of the earlier sense of cosmic phenomena with that of purely psychic powers
has by now proceeded so far as to remove altogether the distinction between
the two terms dellfi11. and devaHb,--the distinction that is clearly maintained
at Mund. Up. :'l. 2. 7 where it is said that at liberation all the sense-powers
(de1'as) go into their corresponding divinities (dwatiis). Thus the term
deuaNi may aIso be reaarded CiS a term for sense- functions in the Upanishads.

Next we may take lip the term pra1Jtib (pl.) which too can be shownto
have developed the meaning of sense-functions in the Upanishadic pe'mtr.·
though orig-inally it meant any and every kind of vital (pranaic) activity as
at Brhad. Up. 1>.1. r-6. The restricted use-s of the term in the Upanishads
to mean the vital breaths (J?Yii~Ia,apana etc.] seems the more natural as its
derivation from Prma or Life (lit. Breathj-" clearly indicates.v This latter
sense is distinctly maintained even in the Middle Upanishadic period as at
Kau~. Up. 1. 6 [cp. J. 3 ; 4.20) where it is stated: "Whatever is other than
the sense-functions (devifl},) and the vital airs {pYtirJ,(rb,)-that is the actual
(sat)." The plural pra:1J-(i1~ never occurs in the Rgveda though there are
dear references to the Life-principle, Pr Da48 (sg.), which is equated to ii_VIIS.

-f3· Brhad , Up. [·3'.!-i. 10; cp.Ch. Up. ['2'2-7 ((~.l.('ady);cp. Hrhad Fp;
3' 1'9 (L~.III. middle) where nt au as is called deuata .

H· Kaus. ITp. 2'1-·2 (G. IIT, late); cpo z'13,Q; 3'3; Brh ad. Cp.6· I' 1-14.
en. Up. 5' 1.

-f5· See Brh ad . I:p. 1'5'3; 3'['10; 3'4'1; 4'2'2-f; S'I4'3; 6'4'[2; Ch. ep
3' 13' 1-6; 5' [9---23; Tait. up. I' 5' 3.

46. See Wijesekera, Ceylon University Review, Vol. I , No, I, Article: .. Vitalism and
Becoming .... "

47· The p1'{MJas are said to be the cause of the continuation of all Iiving beings (Ch.
Up. 3'16'1).

-f8. RV. 1·66'1; 10'59'6.
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It is in the Atharvaveda that we may See the growth of the plural use to
denote vital functions.w We may surmise with Keith>" that the origin of
the various notions regarding prih;as may be traced in part at least to AV.
10. 8. 9 where the head is compared to a drinking bowl with seven seers in
the apertures. The seven here appear to refer to the two eyes, two ears, two
nostrils and the mouth as is seen from the explanation proffered at Brhad.
Up. 2. 2. 3-4 where the Atharvaveda verse is quoted in full, and also sup-
ported by MUI.1<;l. Up. 2. I. 8 where commenting on the 'seven priir)us', Sankara
says that they are "called seven because there are seven orifices in the head
which lead to them," an explanation tallying with the Atharvaveda state-
ment. In several Brahmana texts » priilJiiZt occurs with probably the same
connotation viz. vital functions, but in none of these can we be certain that
the application is restricted to sense-functions. Nevertheless in the earliest
stratum of Upanishadic texts designated "Brahmanic" by Belvalkar and
Ranade we have at least one clear reference to the occurence of the word
pra:1)iilJ,to mean sense-functions, namely, at Ch. Up. 2. 7. I (cp. 2. II. I)

where priiTja, viie, eak$uf;" srotram, manas, the five pranas, are given as the
most excellent (parovar,yii'f}'tsi). In a somewhat later passage» Prajapati
is said to have created the active functions (karmii~~i) of speech, seeing,
hearing etc. where it is added that these are called pra. ii~tbecause when
Death (Mrtyu) took possession of them they became so many forms of the
central life-principle imadhyamah. prii:.aly,). In the legend of the rivalry of
the bodily functions at Ch. Up. 5. I. I-IS viie, eak$un" srotram, and manas are
u!timately made to recognise breath (priiiJa) as their most excellent superior
and it is added "Verily they do not call them 'Speeches', nor 'Eyes,' nor 'Ears,'
nor 'Minds.' They call them the 'Breaths' (prii~iily,) for the vital breath is
all these." In what may be considered to be a later version of the same
dispute occurring at Brhad. Up. 6. I. 1-6 (cp. 6. 3. 2 ; Kau' .. 3. 3) the term
prii~iilj, applies to the above functions plus a sixth, namely, procreation.
On the termpriiIJiilj, occurring at Ch. Up. 5.1.6 Hume » makes the significant
observation that the" word might almost be translated' Senses' but' Fun-
ctions ' would perhaps more accurately represent the quaint old idea in the
modern scientific terminology." It will be remembered that the term
devii/; was also used in the same sense at this period. The earliest 54 enumera-

4<)· AV. 6. 135 2, 3.

50. Keith. op . cil., p. 553.
51. Kauxrta ki Brahm ana 4' 4' 20; Taittirtva Aranyaka r o- 3' 7' I: Ta itt ir'iva

Br ahmana Y 7' 6' 8; Aitareya Br ahmana 8· 22·8.

52. Brhad. Up. l' 5'21 (G. II, early).

53· Hurne, op . cil., p. 227, f.n. 1.

5+. Ch.Up'c!·7'1;2·!I·r(G.I,early)
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tion of priitJas as sense-functions give!' the usual five viz, prii1J1l (smell),>
vae," cak~'UlJ" ~rotram, manns ; the same list of priilJilS occurs in later texts>"
too but in these contexts the first' pra1J.tI ' is used in the sense of the' breath'
-the general function, of which 'smelling' is considered as an aspect. The
pra1Jas are also given as six.>? namely, the above five plus retas ; seven, as
previously indicated; eight, the latter seven plus ~J(ic58; or even, ten 59. This
last enumeration of priilJas as ten (which are called the ten Rudras) is
important for the S'irnkbya theory of sense-functions inasmuch as they
probably refer to the five motor functions (karmendriya) and the five cogni-
tive functions (buddhindri.va), as Sankara himself explains=, The general
sense of sense-functions is found for prii1JiilJ- in several other Upanishadic
passages belonging to the middle period." Jn a late passage at Kaus' Up.
2. IS 62 the word priiIJiilJ- is applied to a multitude of categories which include
the sense-functions as well, showing a marked development of its earlier sense.

None of the above discussed terms denoting sense-functions have sur-
vived in the post-Upanishadic period, and the usual term for the sense organ
or function in all later systems of Indian philosophy is indriya. Although
the origin of this term can be traced to the Rgveda and it occurs also in the
Atharvaveda, yet it is curious that the term is never found in the plural
referring to sense-functions in Upanishadic texts such as are included within
the first two groups by Belvalkar and Ranade in their stratification. At
Rgveda 1. 165. 8 Indra says that he slew Vrtra with indriya, On this term
Max Muller observes that" we must ... translate it here not only by might
but by Indra's peculiar might. Indriya as derived from indra means ori-
ginally Indra-hood, then power in general, just as verethraghna in Zend means
victory in general though originally it meant the slaying of Vrtra" .(,.1 At
Rgveda 1. 85. 2 where the Maruts as Rudras 4 are said to generate the might
of Indra'» it is clear that the term has the same significance." The plural

/

:J:J. Cp. Sankar a : " prii~l<jghrih.lam ... " on Ch , Up. 2' 7" I ; cpo Brh ad , Up. :2' I' 17;
Ch. Up. 5" 1'1-15, 5" 19-23.

56. Ch. Up. 5'1'1-15 (G. II, middle); Brhad . Up. 2'1'17 (G. Ill, middle).
57. Brhad.Up.6·1·1-6;cp.6·3·z.
58. Brhad , Up. z- 2' 3 (G. III, late) ; cpo Ait. Up. I: I' 4 where for taste and speech

are substituted skin and heart.

59· B~had. Up. 3"g'4 (G. III, middle); cpo Ch. Up. 3' 16']'

60. "karmabuddhindriyatJ.i pratJ.alf, .... " on B!·had. Up. 3'9'4'
61. Brhad . Up. 2'1'17; 2'1'20; 4'3'38; Ch. Up. 6'5"3 (G. Ill, middle):

Kaus, Up. 3'2 (G. III, late).
62. Group III, late.
63· S.RE. Vol. XXXII, p. Ig8.

64· Cp. the ten Rudras at Brhad. Up. 3" g' 4.
65. Cp. Macdonell, Vedic Reader, p. 23.
66. Cp. RV. 4' 30' 23.
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indriyii~li occurs in connection with Indra in the Rgveda in more than one
place,'? but it is difficult to agree with Sayana that they refer to sense-faculties.v"
In the Atharvaveda indriy m occurs in several places'v without anyparti-
cular reference to Indra, referring to' human strength' and in one instance.>
perhaps, bordering on the notion of sense-power, as Whitney has taken it.?-
This surmise is strengthened by the fact that II pniicendriyalJi manah.
,<a~!(itli" at Atharvaveda 19. g. 5 must refer to some kind of sense organ or
function. The singular indriyau: occurs three timeszs in the Upanishads and
in the sense, probably, of the power of the sense-organs taken collectively,
as Sarikara has understood it.73 It is, however, only in late Upanishads, Katha
etc., that the plural indriyiini occurs in the sense of Iaculties.z- A curious
occurrence of the plural use is found at Kaus. Up. 2. 15 where in the dying
father's bequest of his various powers to his son it is said that II the son
having come lies down on top touching organs with organs (i1tdriyair sye-
lIdr(vi1lJi samsprs.va)" where the sense of the term possibly is . limb '. This
is exactly the sense in which Sankarananda's Commentary understands it
(indriyiirJi) and therefore to regard the term in this context as referring to
the functions of smelling, seeing, hearing, tasting etc. as Keith has done.:"
seems to depend on a wrong- reading of the passage .

.Apart from the sporadic use of two or three other terms signifying
different aspects of sense-functions, the four terms we have discussed above
muct be considered as the usual designations of sense-functions in the Upa-
nishads. The isolated use of the term karmii~li for active functions?" at
Brhad. Up. 1. 5. 21 occurs in a passage already referred to above, which
says that II Prajapati created the active functions (karrn.:i1.li,lit. activities)
and when created they strove with one another: . I am going to speak' the
voice began. . I am going to see' said the eye. . I am going to hear' said
the ear. So spake the other functions, each according to his activity
(karma). II It is not difficult to see the importance of this term for the later

67· Plural, R\'. 1'107"':!; 3' 37' 9; 5' 31' 3; AV. 3' 22' 9·
'os. See Sayan a on RV. 3' 37' 9; "yanindriy(irJi -y"pagmha?.'ddisa1Jlarthya1J,1

sthitn ni te tradiya ni liilli-lldl·iyii·Yfi ... "
l>9· A.V.3· 12' 5;:20010-:1.

70. .\ V. 5' »: 8 ..
71. Whitney, Atharz-a ['eda Translation, p. 235; cpo Pet. Worte-rbuch, s.. indriya (c).

72. Ch. L"p. 3' I' 3 (G.II, early); Brhacl. Up. 6· 4' 7. (G.IV, late); Prasna Up"
6· 4 (G.llI ?)

73. On Ch. Up. 3' I' 3 : " siimarthyopelairindriya-j-ravaikalyam" on l'ra~na Up. 6· 4 :
II dviprakaraillbuddyarlham kar mdrtham ca. dasasankhyam "

74. Katha Cpo 3' -I'; 6· 7; ~Iu~~. Up. 'Z' I' '3 ; Prasna Up. 3' 9·
/J' Keith, op . cit., p. 554.
76. Cp. Sailkara: "kal'l1IiirJi kara-1.dini viigiidini karnuirthiin: hi tiiniti i<ann{n.lityu-

Cl'lIllle "; cp. Hume, o-p . cit .. p. "0: .• active functions."
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Siinkhyan conception of karmendriya which, however, has been restricted
to apply only to the motor functions. A different aspect of the sense functions
appears at Brhad. Up. 3. 2. 1-9 where the organs of smell, speech, tongue,
eye, ear, mind, hands and skin are enumerated as the eight grahas and their
corresponding objects odour, name, taste, form, sound, desire, action and
touch are set over against them as the atigrahas. Keith, perhaps following
Sankara, sees here " possibly an indication since Graha may mean seizer,
that the soul was fettered by the organs and their activities, an idea carried
out in the phrase' bands of the heart' which is first found in the Chlndogya
Upanishad "77. But a comparison of this passage with Ait. Up.!. 3. 3-'IO
where the inability of the sense-functions to grasp (grahitum\ food without
the vivifying power of "ftman is mentioned, and, with Kaus. Up. 3· 4 where
the functions are said to obtain (iipnoti) their objects. confirms the view
that the term gruha here refers, as Keith himself is compelled to admit later.?"
to the power of the senses in seeking out their objects and enjoying them,
as is impli-ed in Humes rendering of graha as 'apprehender' 79 That
-uch a conception is not unusual in the Upanishads is proved by the fact
that at Kaus. Up. 2. 3 the divinities (devatalJ) speech, breath, eye, ear, mind
and intelligence are called «oarodhin:s, rendered 'procurers' by Hume.?"

In conclusion it may be pointed out that a study of the above terms
show" the importance of the Upanishadic view of sense-functions and vital
activities for later Indian speculation. The ascription of 'divinity' i.e.
macrocosmic or super-human power, to the cognitive and conative senses
in the individual has clearly left its mark on the later conception that the
Yogin by practice of meditation can acquire the supernormal faculties of
. the divine eye' and' the divine ear'. It is perhaps in the Buddhist books'"
that this conception is for the first time clearly enunciated. An intermediary
stage in the development of the Buddhist conception may be seen at Ch.
Up. 8. 12. 582 where mantis i'l called the divine eye idaioan: cakljulJ) of the
Atrnan by means of which one sees the desires in the Brahman-region and
rejoices. According to Sankara this means that "the mind (of the yogin)
apprehends all things, subtle as well as hidden and remote. In view of the
above it is unnecessary to connect dibbu-cakkhu and dibbasota of early
Buddhism, as does Mrs. Rhys Davids, with the mythological dera or decatd

77· Keith, up." cit., p. 554·
78. Ibid., p. 557.
79. op. cii., p. 109; cp. Keith, "graspers or apprehcnders," up. cii., 556.
80. Ibid., p. 30e" in accordance with Sailkanlnanda's Commentary.
81. Digha Nikaya 1.76 et seq. Majjhima Nikaya 2' 17 et seq. 'dibbacakkhu' • dib-

basota ' as . abhiniiiis ' ; cp. Bhagavadgrta II' 8, diryacaksus ; Bhagavata Purana I' 4' 18;
Brhat Samhita 5' 13, divya-dr£.

8!. Group III, late.
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worthy men of the other worlds" with whom in jhiina one converses in
order to " profit by their wider knowledge of life." According to her the
prefix dibba (divya) means" belonging to devas " and refers to " deva-condi-
tions."83 The foregoing discussion should have made it amply clear that in
the early Indian view the mind as the sense-power par-excellence is potentially
super-human as is indicated by the epithets daica, deua, deuaiii etc. and is
the most important psychological aspect of the individualised Prana 84 or
universal Vital Force identified as prafi'iatman with the empirical Brahman. 85

O. H. de A. WI]ESEKARA.


